
at last going to italy but not sleeping that much and dreaming little"

about his trips and also getting affected by the renovation work in her house till 

getting  several  dreams  talking  to  one  of  her  friends'  boyfriend  after  talking 

holland getting some worries in my dreams and absorbing myrthe worked stress but 

sweden getting affected by an horror movie watched with august and then back in 

02153:  "a  period  dreaming  not  so  much  for  all  my  traveling  to  begin  with  to 

quite much in venice"

extensively  in  the  big  cities  and  in  particular  rotterdam  and  in  italy  walking 

clothes  before  going  to  the  netherlands  and  despite  the  gray  weather  walking 

forest searching for mushrooms and walking in uppsala shopping for august's winter 

back  in  his  grandparents'  countryside  place  after  years  and  going  back  to  the 

05113: "a month with quite some walking in stockholm and later visiting august 

authorities"

my parents in venice and later happy about the good reception of my project by the 

authorities and at last going to italy feeling very good and talkative while with 

with  the  italy  prospect  and  the  building  of  the  prototype  to  show  the  italian 

isolation  but  then  trying  to  keep  up  exercising  and  feeling  good  about  it  also 

04100:  "a  period  feeling  not  so  good  in  holland  with  constant  bad  weather  and 

the sun and the temperature there"

and rainy weather in holland before finally going back to italy really enjoying 

countryside finding some beautiful sunny days and later going back to a very gray 

16114: "a very filthy gray weather in stockholm and then visiting august in the 

lot of bad weather going therefore little outside and getting exposed to the wind"

experiencing quite some cold wind and then almost no wind back in holland but a 

amsterdam   waiting   to   catch   the   plane   to   visit   august   in   sweden   and   there 

18110: "month spent to begin with in holland with some wind experienced mostly in 

ceiling in the attic cleaning it from dust"

more   renovation   work   painting   the   doors   of   the   living   room   and   part   of   the 

to sleep and running with august inhaling good clean air and back in holland doing 

sweden to meet august finding the air clean beside in the living room where i got 

pollution driving to bassano with my myrthe's brother family and later going to 

but   never   any   rain   to   clean   up   the   polluted   sky   particularly   experiencing 

15099: "pollution experienced to begin with in northern italy with a nice weather 

day out of many gray and rainy days"

later return to holland and filming a bit in breda and utrecht during a one sunny 

in uppsala spending a beautiful sunny day with august shopping winter clothes to 

august first in stockholm walking around despite the depressing weather and then 

spending a day walking around amsterdam before flying and then waiting to meet in 

13139:   "public   spaces   filmed   firstly   in   holland   mostly   on   my   way   to   sweden 



apartment"

on the riva degli schiavoni i walked both on the way to the art biennial and to my 

field and finding an okay weather with still quite some trash left by the tourists 

11177:  "leaving   the   mountains   once   again   for   venice   after   working   out   in   the 

the zattere taking advantage of very sunny days"

tourists on my way to the apartment through riva degli schiavoni but also along 

11176:  "walking   quite   extensively   in   venice   walking   trash   from   the   crowd   of 

some trash before visiting my parents in venice"

finding no trash because of the rain and spending a day in rotterdam picking quite 

11175: "trash picked on my way back to holland after driving through europe but 

day in uppsala before getting back to holland"

being able to see august and picking trash along with him during a beautiful sunny 

spending a whole day in cold and gray stockholm walking much around before finally 

11174:  "trash   picked   on   my   way   to   sweden   taking   a   walk   in   amsterdam   before 

for the italian authorities"

utrecht despite the bad weather and working hard on the presentation of my project 

11173: "trash picked on my way back to italy mostly walking around amsterdam and 

heartbeats despite struggling to get some grass removed"

buckets  with  hearth  and  emptying  the  buckets  in  the  tractor  reaching  very  high 

06070: "still digging in the area of the altar in my mountain field and filling 

hard and reaching high heartbeats"

mountains and digging in my field in the area where i want the altar to be working 

it not really enjoying it and reaching little heart beat but then going to the 

06069: "going to row with my stepfather in venice and feeling a little lame about 

letting them play music for their kids"

doing  grocery  and  having  italians  friends  from  culemborg  over  for  a  cake  and 

and  listrning  to  it  also  while  training  but  also  hearing  and  recognizing  songs 

while listening to an app on the phone broadcasting radio stations also from italy 

03092: "a period spent in holland plastering and painting the walls of the house 

on my field without filming"

parents exploring venice while being in thr mountains for a couple of days working 

later  in  a  sunny  day  rotterdam  before  going  to  italy  and  making  a  base  at  my 

film  a  bit  in  the  small  culemborg  and  utrecht  but  also  exploring  amsterdam  and 

13140: "movie shot while in holland despite the gray autumn weather managing to 


